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From the Editor

Bill Would Kill
Press Freedom
Senior Representative Ken Shackelford has introduced a bill into Student Council to establish an "Editorial Board" which would dictate editorial policy to the
Spartan Daily and other ASB publications.
To pass such a bill would completely destroy the
concept of a free press on this campus.
The purpose of the bill, as authored by the first-term
representative, is . . . "to indicate editorial policy to ASBsupported publications."
There can be no misunderstanding about the motives
behind Shackelford’s bill. The board. as envisioned tinder
this bill, would transfer the editorial policy-making powers
from the editor. who is in charge of the newspaper’s operations. to a collection of students and faculty members. This
would be the most dangerous type of power removal and
would wipe out with one swift blow any protection this
newspaper has against outside pressure groups and special
interests.
The freedom of the press to operate without censorship and abridgment is a right guaranteed under the United
States Constitution. This bill clearly would deny freedom
of the press and freedom from undue censorship to the
Spartan Daily.
As long as an objective judicial branch is present to
strike down such a bill if passed, as unconstitutional, the
freedom of the press will not be endangered. But we question the spirit and real motives behind drafting and introducing such an absurd measure. We cannot help but conclude that there are those on council who are dissatisfied
with the independent editorial power structure of the Daily
and would seek to usurp such powers to themselves.
We don’t discourage advice and criticism from the
public, and our adamant opposition to Shackelford’s bill
for an "Editorial Board" should not be construed as being
against outside advice and criticism. But advice and orders
are two different things.
Another bill which will he introduced into council in
the near future calls for the establishment of an "Editorial
Advisory Board." This bill provides that representatives
from different departments and schools within the college
will. meet with the editor periodically to advise him on
what newsworthy activities are taking place on campus,
which news of their areas should be given most play, and
what campus reaction to controversies which arise are.
Such a board would be a healthy addition to the Daily’s
news sources and would aid the editor in finding out what
is taking place on campus that is newsworthy, and to
evaluate the news.
This bill carefully restricts the powers of the advisory
board to just such a capacity and nowhere in the bill does
it provide that editorial policy "be indicated" by the board.
We heartily support the creation of an "Editorial Ad
visory Board." Such a board would not interfere with the
freedom of the press. But in order for such a board to conform to the constitutional promise of a free press, it must
remain strictly advisory and informational. We feel that
the authors of the Editorial Advisory Board bill have objective and pure intentions.
We cannot, Imwever, say the same about the objectives
and intentions of those who favor and support the creation
of an "Editorial Board" which would "indicate policy" to
the press. NVe hope that councilmen who will consider the
bill will quickly strike it down, dooming the bill to the fate
which it justly deserves.

Gridders Remember Oahu Terror
By BILL fiALSTAN
Rarely does. the SJS football
team get rained out one day and
bombed out the next. But it happened 25 years ago today, on Dec.
7, 1941.
On that day, a double drama
began gripping the SJS campus-Hawaii had been attacked, and the
college’s team was there.
The team left on Nov. 27, 1941,
for a four-week trip to play the
University of Hawaii on Saturday.
Dec. 6. Leaving on the Matson
liner Lurline from San Francisco
that day were 25 players, head
coach Ben Vrinkleman. along with
trainers and helpers and head yell
leader Tommy Taylor, who paid
his own way.
ARRIVAL RECORDED
Details of the arrival were recorded in a letter from Bill Bronson, 1940 graduate P.E. major, who
was stationed with the Army at a
Honolulu hospital. He said the
gridders were to follow the Hawaii game with a police benefit
contest, and were given a grand
welcome by Honolulu police, who

showed them the town and "passed
out whole pineapples just picked
off the bushes, cans of pineapple
juice, coconuts. . ."
Heavy rains ironically cancelled
the Dec. 6 game, and the team
was to rest on Sunday.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, chairman of
the Journalism and Advertising
Department, spoke with the team
after its return and recalls vividly
what happened to teammembers on
fateful Dec. 7: "They were sitting
in the hotel restaurant having
breakfast when one man thought
he saw whales spouting just offshore. More "spouts" were noticed,
and then they realized that the
fountains of water were caused by
falling bombs."
The following day, Dec. 8, students back on the mainland were
torn between news of the war
and the team. Headlined the Spartan Daily: "Gridmen Unreported
In Honolulu Crises: Games Are
Indefinite." (The games were
never played.)
The story went on to say that
"college officials gave no indications of immediate concern over

sistants who are damaging the
wage structure and the reputation
of the great Academic Senate at
the university and see that they
are fired."
Mulford said he has asked Chairman Theodore Meyer and three
other regents, whom he did not
identify, for a list of those instructors and assistants who participated in the student protests
and boycott of classes.
Mulford said he had read that 16
professors cancelled classes and
that "a substantial number" of assistants were participating.
The assemblyman said he had
been prepared to fight this coming session for salary increases,
despite the prospect. of a big state
budget deficit.
But, he said. a great majority
of outstanding US professors probably will be deprived of their raises
because of the actions of a few.
"I do not believe it will be possible in view of the student strike
at the University of California and
the participation by professors to
obtain a salary Increase this year."
said Mulford.

On-the-scene Daily sports editor Sebastian Squatrito said the
team’s police duties consisted of
"hunting parachute invaders, enforcing blackout regulations, transporting expectant mothers to the
hospital during the middle of a
blackout
these and 101 other
things. .. ."
News was still coming slowly,
and the Dec. 9 issue of the Daily
warned: " . . . if the waters between the States and the Islands
are considered unsafe, the team
may be forced to stay in Honolulu
for the duration of the war."
But luck was with the gridders,
and they sailed out on a Navy
hospital ship in late December.
Because of Naval security, no one
on the mainland knew they were
coming home until they arrived.
Reporter Squatrito said that
seven men liked police work so
much they stayed on with the
force. They were: Chet Carsten,
Fred Lindsey, Jack Lecari, Paul
Iognetti, Bill Donnelly, Ken Stanger, and Don Allen.
Donnelly, an end, died in Hawaii shortly thereafter of an ap-
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Pearl Harbor Attack

Memory Lingers for 25 Years
By MALCOLISI BARR
Associated Press Staff Writer
More than a generation has
passed, but tiny droplets of oil
still filter to the surface of the
water, bursting into a kaleidoscope
of color above the sunken battleship Arizona.
Twenty-five years later, the memory of Dec. 7, 1941, lingers, a
recollection of horror, of disbelief.
The men who died that day,
2,409 of them, now are names on
the walls of a gleaming white memorial.
The memorial, inside Pearl Harbor, straddles the sunken battleship from which the oil still seeps
and aboard which remain the

bodies of 1,102 officers and men of
the U.S. Navy.
Gene Lindsey of Jefferson City,
Mo:, president of the Pearl Harbor
Survivors Association, has led an
unprecedented number of survivors
to Hawaii for the 25th aniversary
of the Japanese attack. Lindsey
was a signalman aboard the destroyer Chew, moored about 500
yards from famed Battleship Row
when the first bombs fell.
"Everything happened all of a
sudden," he recalled. "When the
Arizona was hit, she just exploded."
A bomb set off the battlewagon’s
forward ammunition magazine. A
"one-in-a-million" bomb went down
her stack. She was hit by torpe-

does. More bombs dropped on her
decks and flames shot hundreds of
feet into the air.
Throughout that day, Pearl Harbor’s waters now so tranquil, so
serene were aflame with burning oil, with men struggling toward
the shores of Ford Island.
In the 110 minutes the Japanese
attack lasted, the U.S. Navy lost
more men that it lost In the Spanish-American War, World War I,
and Korea, combined.
It plunged the United States
into World War II.
It was a lesson in unpreparedness, and something that military
men say will not happen again.
Today, few ships are seen in the

harbor. They come, they go. But
there is never the assembly of warships like the fleet that was riding
at anchor 25 years ago.
On that day, 18 vessels were
sunk or seriously damaged. Nine
of the 18 were the battleships
Arizona, California, Maryland, Nevada, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Utah, Tennessee and West Virginia. The Utah, like the Arizona,
went down with part of her crew
trapped aboard. She remains a
tomb for 58 men.
Most of the people who were
there, or who lived in nearby
Honolulu, say today it took them
some time to realize that that
Sunday morning attack was real.

pendicitis attack. SJS coach Walt
McPherson, now chairman of the
Department of Men’s Physical Education, was a backfield coach and
basketball coach in ’41, said that
Donnelly was a "promising athlete
in many sports." Tognetti, quarterback, remained to make his home
on the Islands and has returned
only for visits.
RECENT REUNION
The war-caught team recently
held is reunion, and McPherson
said that about 20 of the original
team of 25 showed up.
Only a few have made homes
near San Jose, but of those who
have, Ken Stanger is principal of
Lynbrook High School in Sunnyvale, Fred Lindsey is a coach and
teacher at Fremont High School,
and Bert Robinson is a coach at
Campbell High School.
For all of them, Dec. 7 is a
special day. And, although it is a
special day for all Americans, it
means more for every member of
they were
because
the team
there.

Student Group
Recalls Aid
In Cal Strike
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP)The
Student Senate and the campus
newspaper yesterday withdrew
their support of the student strike
on the University of California’s
Berkeley campus.
These actions, significantly
weakening the s t rik e protest
against administration rule enformecent, came after the faculty’s
Academic Senate overwhelmingly
voted its confidence Monday night
in Chancellor Roger W. Heyns.
The faculty resolution pledged
support and cooperation to Heyns
and called for an immediate end of
the classroom boycott.
The strike was called to protest
police a c ti on last Wednesday
breaking up a demonstration
against a Navy recruiting team in
the Student ’Union. Ten persons
were arrested, including six nonstudents.
Heyns was to report to a special
session of the Board of Regents
yesterday on his progress in dealing with the student unrest.
The Student Senate, policy body
of the Associated Students of the
University of California, voted 13
to 7 to withdraw its strike support.
Spokesmen for the AFL-CIO
Federation of Teachers teaching
(Continued on Page 3)

Perform Similar Functions

SJS Security Officers Not Policemen
By STEVE KECH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS security officers are quick
to dispel the notion that they are
policemen. "We do not carry guns

and can make only citizens’ arrests," explains Elmer C. Graham,
acting supervisor of security.
The security force performs several of the duties of a policeman,

Legislator Threatens Cal
BERKELEY (AP)A Republican Assembly leader said yesterday hell ask the University of
California regents to fire every
professor and teaching assistant
participating in demonstrations at
the Berkeley campus this week.
The statement was made by
Assemblyman Don Mulford, R.
Oakland. in an address to the
Berkeley Breakfast Club. a businessmen’s group.
Mulford, GOP caucus chairman,
also said the demonstrations had
seriously jeopardized the chanees
of any pay increase this coming
year for University professors and
teaching assistants.
"This is the second time in two
years that a strike has taken place
at UC-Berkeley," Mulford said.
"The people of California are demanding action. . . .
"To pay these professors and
teaching assistants when they are
not performing their duties of
teaching in the classroom cannot
he condoned. The regents have an
absolute responsibility to seek out
those professors and teaching as-

the team, although the islands are
a scene of international conflict."
As students awaited information
that was not forthcoming, then director of athletics Glen Hartranft,
said he had received no word, but
assumed that the team would be
home on the Lurline on Dec. 24,
as planned. College President T.
W. MacQuarrie conceded that subs
lurking in the Pacific might force
the players to remain on the Islands.
TEAM SAFE
Communications between Hawaii
and the mainland were cut, but by
the end of Monday, Dec. 8, word
came that the team was safe. Dr.
Bentel said the only messages from
Hawaii were those to inform families of the safety of relatives.
The entire crew, including the
coach, had volunteered for duty in
the Honolulu police, many of them
being law enforcement majors at
SJS. The men with whom they
had been eating pineapple a few
days earlier were now riding shotgun with them to keep the city
secure.

now

Photo by Dave Stout
DON’T FORGET THE BOOK warns security officer Robert
Haller as Officer Pete Roche prepares to fake off on an emergency call. Officers always carry log book and citations whenever
going out on a call.

SJS security officers always are
The superintendent notes that
Graham says, "However, we feel
that students should handle their called when there is an emer- the present parking problem probgency on campus for example, ably will continue for the next four
own problems."
a student falls, possibly breaking to five years.
John Amos, superintendent of
Officers are on duty 24 hours
buildings and grounds and head of a leg.
When security men are called to a dayin three shifts. The 17
the security force, believes security
officers are merely a fact finding the scene of an accident they im- security officers police the 16 parkmediately check with the health ing lots, cheek the buildings and
center for the physician on duty. question loiterers or trespassers
The doctor is then picked up and in the early morning hours.
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
of two articles examining the (unctaken to the accident. Should antion of the SJS security office and
CAMPUS PATROL
other security man arrive on the
student opinion on the concept of
scene first, he is qualfied to adThe security men patrol the
a campus police force.)
minister first aid until medical at- campus, south campus i Spartan
tention arrives.
Stadium and tennis courts) and
group in the investigation of thefts
All officers are required to ob- the aeronautics department at the
or injury to persons, buildings or tain instruction in first aid and San Jirse Municipal Airport.
equipment at the college.
must take a refresher course every
Graham says he is amazed that
This information is turned over three years.
the lost and found department,
to Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of
located at the security office in
students, who sends it to the ASB
TRAFFIC CONTROL
the parking garage, keeps adding
Judiciary for action.
The main responsibility of the t.o its inventory every day, but
Close cooperation is maintained SJS campus security is traffic, ets depleted very little.
between the campus policing body report Graham and Amos. Security
"We have all kinds of expensive
and officers on the San Jose city officers are authorized to issue ci- sweaters and coats, large numforce. "Technically, we’re within tations to parking violators.
bers of umbrellas, wallets and
the jurisdiction of the San Jose
"Everyone who parks in a state purses with money in them, eye
Graham.
city police," says
college lot must, buy a permit," glasses and other articles that
says Graham, "and we must con- nobody seems to come over to
ADEQUATE POWER
stantly patrol the lots to be sure claim.
"As a result, when we run out of
When asked whether campus no one parks illegally. All the
officers hart enough power, Graham space in our 16 lots is sold nut. room, we sell the unclaimed artireplied, "We have everything we Also, we investigate minor acci- cles and the money is turned over
to the college," he relates.
need to carry out our cluties effi- dents occurring in the lots.
ciently and effectually."
"The citations are a reminder
Graham notes that the officers
Throughout a discussion with to people to park only where they "make every effort to contact the
Amos and Graham they insisted can do so legally. We could have owners when the name is availthat the security force is similar the vehicles towed away if wanted. able," but, that sometimes the
to those maintained by businesses "However, it’s a lot better and phone numbers or addresses are
throughout the country. If any- a lot less expensive for the student phony and the stuff just stays
thing major comes up official law if we just issue a citation." Amos in the office. piling up day after
enforcement agencies are called In. explains.
day,
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the "dirty word" movement.
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"We have much to be happy about this holiday season . .

tan Cafeteria is a good example of this
type of dissent. I doubt that the "new left"
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Secretary Repeal Called
’Political Coup of Year’
1.4111tii

faculty

ASH government finally would
frOM lt; level of petty political
maiiiv,iati,i,s to a conscientious and constructive plane.
But, my fellow students, there is a plot
in the making. Our elected officials are now
attempting the political coup of the year -the repeal of the executive secretary. Neser
heard or it? Not many students have, but
let me assure you this small post is a vital
link in the process here at SJS.
To repeal such a post would mean upsetting
the balance of power in the present executive
branch. I ask you. ASB government, What
harm is there in having an executive secretary? Why, I know many executives who have
secretaries.
Beware, fellow students, of this serious
attempt to remove this present ’Just. Go to
the polls and vote no on this idiotic measure.
Retain our executive secretary -- whoever he
or she is.

of !lie modern university student.

Their mI -onality

Toili Mead
A6516
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Use ’Intrinsic Power,’
Student Council Told
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In the Spartan Daily (Oct. 171 some perceptive reporter quoted Robert Jackson (ASH
Judiciary) at length: "Government implies
some kind of sovereignty and unless we establish areas of student sovereignty, the ASB
government position always will be compromised. That is what they mean when they
(The power issue)
call it "Mickey Mouse"
makes the ASB unsure as to what it can and
can’t do."
What can student government do? There
are two kinds of powerdelegated power and
intrinsic power. Delegated power Is power
given X by Y conditional on the good behavior
of X . . . But what of its intrinsic powers
as a laxly authorized by the student electorate to promote the well-being of the student
body? The ASH has no power only so long
as it chooses to rewrite the constitution and
play Parliament and chooses not to address
itself to the problems of its constituents. If
the ASH government served student needs, it
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leaders care about the low wages paid
cafeteria workers any more than they care
about a hangnail on President Johnson’s
little finger. les just a new cause.
Ira Meltzer, of SDS, the New Student.

ASB Criticized for Plot, Inaction
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change is needed. Their goal is chaos. At
least that’s all the latest crisis on the U.C.
Berkeley campus
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would have student support and ipso facto
power.
For example, the ASH could lead a direct
action student assault on the wastelands
around the Tower ... The student body could
strike Witt thelltfOl’e it does have intrinsic
power. With this weapon, it could negotiate
Mt such serious problems as bulging classes,
faculty salaries and student tuition.
Example Two: A friend of mine who has
his M.S. in electrical engineering took a job
with IBM, and late this summer moved to
San Jose. He tried to rent at a certain large
and well-known apartment complex and was
refused because he is a Negro. . SJS people
get the same treatment. Right after Selma,
Tommy Smith marched 50 miles ftom San
Jose to San Francisco last year. The unnamed apartment won’t let him in for two
reasons: (I He is- black. (21 He can’t sign
their notorious, "I am not a civil rights demonstrator" oath. . . If student government
exists to promote the welfare of all the students in and out of class, then this is a problem for student government. It certainly
ranks with the problem of housing for Married students. A Spoiler Student Government-organized .boycott of large landlords who
discriminate would end renting discrimination
in San Jose single-handed.
The boycott, or hopefully the threat of
boycott, could be used to end discrimination,
to get San Carlos Street underground, to get
a decent stadium, etc.
Some will express alarm at such irresponsible tactics. Real power always can be abused.
No one worries about a Student Government
which plays Parliament. I believe that if the
ASB officers used their power, they would
use it responsibly. But unfortunately, there is
no need to worry about the present student
government.
Phillip Jacklin
Assistant Professor, Philosophy

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty
chance to express their views on campus, local
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust end Perry must not exceed
250 words, must b. typewritten, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly signed with
lissi writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attach. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhousted.

Fraternity Prexy Rebuts
Editorial, New Left View

Editor:
It/ a ivcent editoriol, the Spartan Daily
characterized the fraternity system as a
collection of pranksters, drunkards and good
time Charleys ... I would like to relate some
of the things that my fraternity means to me.
My fraternity offers a social outlet that not
only satisfies that aspect of college life, but
also prepares and adapts one for society after
graduation...
A fraternity offers an opportunity to develop
leadership and responsibility. The operation
of the physical plant alone is no small task.
No rush function, athletic activity or social
event is conducted without a great deal of
planning and work by the members. . .
My fraternity offers brotherhood. Many
non-Greeks scoff at this term because they
have never experienced a feeling of group
harmony, of pride in the work and achievements of an organization, of trust and fraternal affection among the inhabitants of our
living quarters. . .
Fraternities supply a sense of identity. SDS
members may point out group identification
symbols such as the fact that fraternity members generally are neat, well groomed and
dressed reasonably ;Yell. Yet SDS members are
themselves stereotyped as having long hair,
grubby beards, outlandish clothes and a characteristic odor. In this modern age of crowded
populations, everyone seeks some kind of selfidentification. The fraternity offers a social
atmosphere, brotherhood, responsibility and
pride in group achievement. . .
Fraternities are attacked for being a part
of the socio-economic "establishment" which
currently is the favorite whipping boy of the
"new left." It is true that a fantastic, almost
unbelievable, percentage of successful people
in every field from business to politics are
fraternity members. Fraternities are guilty of
enabling many to adapt and condition themselves to the off-campus world. ThLs is the
bone that sticks in the throats of hostile critics
from the "new left." My only answer to these
people is that by being a part of the American society for which you have so much contempt, Greeks can offer creative efforts for
change and improvement. Your alienation
(torn society can result only in the destruction
of the society or, in’ what is much more likely,
your own frustration and misery.
Garth Steen
President, sigma PI Fraternity
A9186

ad infinitum, actually put the frosting on
the cake at Friday’s rally. "Let’s agree to
have a boycott -- then we’ll have a smaller
committee draw up reasons we will give to
the students for hat ing a boycott."
Aid
a

gh the cafeteria boycott might he

worthwhile

idea,

Meltzer’s

statement

seems it. S lllll marize the elastic "new left"
procedure. instead of letting a cause develop out of the facts, they pick the cause,
and then find the facts to support it while
ignoring all facts to the contrary. All of
this takes place under the guise of "Academie Freedom," when it is far

the phrase

ATTEMPTS TO
The "new left" states
d

from what

means.
STIFLE
that is for free-

of dissent, yet it attempt. to stifle

any opposition to its goals.
Students for a Democratic Society is a
misnomer.

They

should

SAS, Students for an

call

themselves

Anarchist

Society,

because their goals tend to lean somewhat
toward a society with no controls, rules
of
a lawless condition
regulat

or

society. However, if they lean far enough,
they will fall flat on their faces.
The latest crisis at Berkeley is the

most
serious one yet. It is not supported by all
elements of the college society as the Free
Speech Movement was. Only the left wing
is in back of it and the situation could
explode into something larger because of

the fatheads among this leaders on both
sides of the fence.
Rational thinking is in danger of being
lost, and dissent for the sake of dissent
may turn into chaos.

SJS in Retrospect
FIVE YEARS AGO: Washington columnist
Drew Pearson visited SJS and spoke on "Has
the United States Become a Second Class
Power?"
TEN YEARS AGO: Thirty-four SJS students
were honored in the 1956-57 edition of "Who’s
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO: "Othello," Shakespearian tragedy, was presented by SJS students In the Little Theatre.

MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS

Keyed-up
students unwind
at Sheraton...
and save money

6 Reasons Why You Should
Move to West San Jose
I 2- & 3 -Bedroom Apartments

Sore with ueekend discounts! Send for your
fret Sheraton ID card today! It entitles you
to room discounts at nearly all Sheraton
Hotels and Motor Inns. Good over Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, summer
vacation, weekends all year round.

2

SEND FOR YOUR FREE ID CARD!

All Electric Kitchens with DISHWASHER

32

[COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
do Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please rush me a free Sheraton Student ID Card (or a free Faculty Guest Card). I understand it entitles me to generous discounts all year long at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns.

4 Individual Patios
5 Spacious Grounds
6

Name

Large Pools & 2 Saunas

Close to San Jose State

Address
Student D

Tractor U

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

For further information please

CALL 244-0686

CALL NOW!

Council To Discuss Housing Bali
A bill to establish a student
housing committee will be discussed in Studnet Council today.
The bill rails for an evaluation of
all housing facilities within a six block radius of the campus and
publication of a booklet on reran mended housing to be ivailable to
all students.
The bill, introduced by Graduate

Auditions for Singers
A representative from Capitol
Records will ba auditioning sing
ers Sunday. Dacemba. 18.

Rhythm and Blues
Rock
Folk Rock
Folk
Coll 9119-5172 for appointment

Representative Phil Whitten, also
calls for meetings to be held onee
a week where all cases of huusace
complaints by students may re
heard.
The bill reerimilivrci. tLit
hire a lawyer to asset snicks’s,
by advising possible legal action
where students feel their rights
have been violated.
I iiscussion of the act, introduced
week, was sidetracked by ar.,ints concerning Metropolitan
-,..dates. a group of local busiiivss iind civic leaders.
-

.Mthough Council sent the hill
hi iii reading no discussion
inst. onh
last week, Chairmah
’owls I Vic Lee and ASB Pres.
.1:v. Sisilter hope that council
will oturn the bill to second read in -: so that the proposed legislalion it sell ’suit be discussed.
The hill to establish an experi-

A

BOB CHAVES MOTORCYCLES
Phone 293-1260 lip
676 Auzerais

Rollo
Author-psychol.
May, coming SJS Forum Lecturer,
will speak on "Personal Identity
In an Anonymous World" at a
Christmas Star Banquet, sponsored by the Roger Williams Fellowship. Sunday at 5:30 p.m. in
Grace Baptist Church, 10th and
San Fernando Streets.
Dr. May, former lecturer at the
New School for Srxiial Reform in
Mr. Sid Binder, membership enrollment representative for the New York, will also speak ors
Association of California State College Professors, %sill be on ciunpus "Dilemma In Sex and Love In Our
today and tomorrow to talk to interested faculty members.
Any faculty member desiring information on the various ACSCP
program including the new medical insurance plan may contact Binder
at Ext. 202(3,

ACSP Rep Here

JUNE 13
SEPT. 10

Or

From San Jose
to London:

JUNE 17

From Paris
to San Jose:

SEPT. 4

Call
Prof. David Mage
at SJS, Ext. 2562
at Home, 264-9275

assistants unit urged that strike
support should be continued.
The Daily Californian, which
last week backed the classroom
boycott, said in a special edition
yesterday that the faculty vote
"buttresses Heyns’ position so
much that the strike cannot win."
"It must end today," the paper
declared.
Heyns met late Monday night
with student strike committee
members. Their talk produced no
immediate progress.
Strike committee spokesmen said
a decision on the course of the
strike would be announced at a
rally.

sesr"

Club Retreat
A retreat sponsored by the SJS
Newman Club, Catholic student
organization, will be held this
weekend at Santa Maria Del Mar
on the Santa Cruz beach.
Interested students should sign
up by this Thursday. Cost per
student for the three-day retreat
is $15. Signups will be taken at
the receptionist’s desk in the Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St.

rooms

Living Room -Bedroom
Dining Room
No set lease, just a 30-day to 30-dav basis.

1046 Morse Ave., Sunnyvale
PHONE 734-2440
W. C. LEAN JEWELERS

in San

Jos*

FAROUK A. MAWLAWI
. . guest speaker

Arabian Diplomat
To Address Club
Farouk A. Mawlawi, director of
Arab Information Center, West
Coast office and former U.N. delegate from Lebanon will speak today on "The Recent Political Developments in the Middle East."
He will emphasize the Arab-Israel
conflict in his talk to the ArabAmerican Club meeting to be held
at 3:30 today in Cafeteria A and B.
The meeting of the Arab-American Club is open to the public and
refreshments will be served.

ALL NEW...GRODINS OWN
DOUBLE-BREASTED BLAZER
Coming on strong! An all new look for the traditional blazer
to wear almost anywhere with social aplomb. Expertly
tailored for Grodins alone in a hard finish Hopsack fabric,
with smart antique gold buttons. Navy & Burnished Gold.

$55

09ilyi
&Ltletoe,
a Christmas combination that is sure to encompass tht
spirits of the season. The diamonds in these exquisite bridal
ensembles carry

Flabby Cats pad around racked
with indecision . . . softiminded.
too, about such thing, as choice
of careers.
We know a better way. Investi
gate our Campus Internship Pro,
gram: a learnand.earn opportunoy
in life insurance sales that could
place you in a field where earn n ss
have no ceilings. Which is piecisely what its done for many of
those participating in the program
over the last 10 years.
Lean. hungry ambitious cats lice
you will find Out more about it.
Because if life insurance sales ard
sales management ;s for you, youIl
have a very important hem:104w.
Come graduation, you’ll know es
actly what’s down your alley.

Tom Niemann, SJS ’63
Bob Mendes, SJS ’65

PROV I ENT

MtilliAl

1.IFF

8.6114-110[1,1404

210 N. 4th

297-5707

tonna Arnineed

W.LVAN
L

eweterJ
N and JUNG

SINCE 1904
First and San Fernando Streets
Downtown San Jose
Thursday Evenings Until 9
All Parking Tickets Validated

Open

OPEN 24 HOURS
Miller’s
Steak House
163 W. Santa Clara
San Jose
292-3848

COMPLEXE
BANQUET

Studying
late?

Hungry
House
610
San

Coleman

Jose

286-3838

MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL
Satisfy
that
midnight
hunger!

( 11 p.m. - 6 a.m.)
Ham Steak
3 Jumbo Eggs
Potatoes
Toast
Coffee

$1.55

Ben Reichmuth, C.L.U., SJS ’57

GRODINS

on the joys of a Christmas union through

two lifetimes.

Russell Varenkamp Jr., freshman accounting major from El
Paso, Texas is the winner of the
History Mystery contest for the
week of November 21. Varenkamp
won a free round-trip ticket to Los
Angeles on PSA. Hudson’s Bay was
the correct answer given by Varenkamp.
Runner-up winners were Greg
Klock, Stanley Jones, Jim Estes,
Margaret Rivera and Dan Morris.
Tickets to the United Artist theatre were given to the five runnerup winners.

This is a
Flabby Cat.
What breed
of cat
are you?

STORE HOURS FOR CHRISTMAS
p.m. Monday through Saturday
Valley Fair Center
San Antonio Center
p.m. Monday through Saturday

Our 62nd Year

*1/

History Mystery

R_AMS 1-1E_A_TD SI-101=3

STUDENTS

(( ’ontinued from Page 1)

inc. tux
Round Trip

From Paris
to San Jose:

Monday afternoon at
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Tickets to the banquet may be
purchased in front of the Cafeteria on Seventh Street this week
or at the New Wineskin, 10th and
San Fernando. Reservations may
be made by calling 295-2035. Tickets are $2 per person.
Dr. May, former lecturer at the
Auditorium Monday will be part
of SJS’ Forum Series Lectures, and
, no admission tiekets are necessary

12:30 in

Senate, Daily Cal
Withdraw Support

’399
From San Jose
to London:

(’allure"

Rent 3 entire
of furniture
for $22 a month.

Modern Marriage Discussed

Book Talk Features Kerr

.1114111
?a-

enough to drive, a Yamaha is a ticket to years of fun
and enjoyment. Let us help you choose the Yamaha
sportcycle "just right" for someone who’s special to
you. Yamahas are so easy to ride. (If you can ride a
bicycle you can ride a Yamaha.) Yamaha with proven
oil injection, is the top selling 2-stroke in the U.S.
and is the World 250cc Grand Prix Racing Champion.
Visit us to see the complete line of Yamaha sportcycles. Make it a Yamaha Christmas. Low prices and
easy budget terms. You’ll give the gift that keeps on
going.., and have a merrier Christmas yourself.

Co-Rec Slides

Author To Lecture
On Personal Identity

Tonight’s Csi-Ree "ill sponsor ice Lac., in Women’s Gym, from
7 :30-9 :30.
The theme will be "Alpine Holiday." In conjunction with the
theme feature. ice races, and such regular activities as swimming,
basketball, volleyball. badminton. and ping pong will he offered.
Tickets for Thursday’s trip to Falstaff Brewery, sponsored by
Week End Co-Rec, are all gone, according to Bob Pitcher, the program’s director.

"The Uses of the University" by (lark Kerr will be discussed by
Dr. Henry Meekel, professor of see ondary education and English, today
at 12:30 in Cafeteria A and B.
Speaking In the Faculty Book Talk series, Dr. Nleckel will review
this book which Is based on the 1983 Godkin Lectures delivered at
Harvard University by Kerr.

IJr

A Yamaha sportcycle is one of the nicest things you
can give as a Christmas present. For anyone old

gPiel4

Tau Della Phi, men’s scholastic honorary traternity, will sponsor
day’s meeting. Plans for a carnival
a "Symposium on Marriage" tonight at 8 in Cafeteria A and B.
will be finalized if Council passes
The discussion will center on various views of modern marriage
the bill. The Winter Carnival Com- including Dr. Cadwallader’s proposal for trial marriages.
mittee plans to hold the event at
Speakers will include Dr. Richard Tansey, professor of art; Dr.
Heavenly Valley Ski Resort front Snell Putney, associate professor of sociology: Thomas Moeller, assistant professor of philosophy; and Dr. David Ctoker, assistant proJan. 31 hi Feb. 3.
fessor of psychology.

EUROPE
’67

A YAMAHA!!!

nele4

mental college will be discussed its
Council today. The "new educational concept" calls for a fall
partnership among students. faculty and administration. Students
originate, administer and participate in the instruction of specially
created classes through the use of
lectures and seminars for credit
on a pass fail basis, according to
Gene Lokey, chairman of the Experimental College Committee
Whitten’s bill to establish a student library committee will be diseussed by the council. The committee’s purpose is "to provide a
student voice in the planning and
ilv mimics of the SJS Library with
respect to physical futilities, philosophy of operation and available
resources."
Sophomore Representative John
Graham’s Winter Carnival Bill is
on the agenda for discussion at to-

flIPARTAN bAILT-11

I Wednesday, December T.1968

Special Group Rafe
for
San Jose State College
Fraternities and Sororities

Every Sun., Mon.. and Tues.,
2 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Complete Fried Chicken
Dinner

$1.65

11..-111PMCIMIN OMILT

SJS Gallery Holds Sale

Wednesday. DPFeMhPF 7, 1966

Clubs To Hold Party
To Aid Flood Victims

More than 500 art objects by
faculty and students will be on
display through Friday. Dec. 16,
as part of the Christmas sale
in the Art Gallery A127.
Proceeds from paintings, cushions. ceramics and ins:sides ranging in cost from $400 to $2.50
will benefit the artist and the
Art Scholarship Fund. Gallery
hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday and 115-3
p.m. Sunday.
Among the many interesting
faculty works on sale are sets
of Inedallion cookie presses by
James Lovera. associate professor of art. Produced for the
American Craft Center, the sets

The SJS foreign language clubs
will be open to the college comwill sponsor a Christmas dinnermunity. One dollar admission donations and campus drive collecdance at 7 p.m. Friday at the
tions will be used to aid the
Newman Center to raise money
homeless refugees in Florence
for the flood victims of Florence,
during the Christmas season.
Italy.
An international pot -luck, feaThe party will be held in conturing dishes from all over the
junction with a campus drive to
world, as well as a dance and
get donations for the people of
other yuletide activities will
Florence. organized by Dr. Sebastian Ciaisarino, assistant prohighlight the charity act is it:.
cording to Jean Guedenet, assistfessor of foreign languages.
ant professor of foreign lanThe Christmas party, organguages and adviser to the French
ized hy the French. Italian, Gerclub.
man, Spanish and Russian clubs,
ALk. 0-41.
.n..4.1.).D..."1.\./.1.S.J1S JP, AIX Ark AK
JIA-11

Film Series To Present
Award -Winning ’Hamlet’

Christmas Treasures
In Revlon
NA ben it% your turn to he Santa. select the perferi
gift froni Hes lon’s treasury of holiday gifts at
Tenth St. Pharmacy.

"White Cliffs of Dover" by art major Janice Bridgman is studied
by Pat Kelley, junior English major. The acrylic painting is among
several hundred objects now on sale at the SJS Art Gallery, A 127.

"Love Pat" Compacts . . .

PRE-CIIRISTMAS SPECIAL

Delightful, Deluxe Designs for Giving
Boutique
Purseling
Diamonte
$2
$3.50

100% European Human flair Wiglet

From $19.95

"Intimate" Powder Pom-Pom

Matched to your hair color

Revlon’s wand of "Intimate" Bath Powder.
Refillable. Select pastel shades of pink. yellow. green. and beige. Also in "Aquamarine... S5. ea.

ALSO

Intimate Spray

in

Filigree

$10.56 down and 89.30 per month
i;isn tow
Includes 15 Free Sets and Styles

$5.511

Aquamarine Spray A1ist
Intimate Circle Set
.Silk of Intimate,

100% European Human llair Wigs

$3.75

Intimate Fragrance Candle

$3

Junior Charge Plates Argilable

$5.50
Bath. Eau de Tuilcitc
4.A1r. Yancey ’s
otternational (W. C1141
\ 42s SOUTH DASCOM AVENUE

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
Tenth & Santa Clara

come with recipes. Stoneware la
the instructor also is on view.
Stephen Mitchell, junior commercial art major, is represented by "Our Hero," a work which
prominently displays a photograph of President Johnson. Another work by Mitchell is "My
cross
Me,"
Mothers Love
shaped enamel art decorated by
two artificial flowers.
Prize for the longest title must
go to John Hunter, assistant professor of art, for his oil painting, "Rose Gertminian Wasn’t
Invited to Truman Capote’s
Party But .
."
An unusual effect is achieved
by Andrew Joaquin Ramirez,

29 Pt 131

298-1964
kk,Zel

"Hamiet" is the Classic Film
today at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The film was selected by Dr.
Clinton Williams, coordinator
of the humanities program. He
chose the film because students
in that program are required to
read the play and because this
cinematic version of the Shakespearean classic is an outstanding interpretattion of the original.
Academy
of
five
Winner
Awards, including Best Actor for
its leading performer and creator
Sir Laurence Olivier. The film
is 152 minutes long.
The film, which won countless
international awards, established
Olivier’S portrayal of the tormented Prince Hamlet as the
modern definitive interpretation

Contest Deadline
For Best-Dressed
Set for Monday
Coeds attention! ’rhis is the
i.ist week to enter Glamour’s
-itest-Dressed College Girl Con--st." Sponsored by Phrateres
Joel-national and Associated
women Students, the object of
the Glamour magazine nation
\stale contest is to select ten of
tIts’ hest -dressed coeds in the
till
Entry deadline is Monday afternoon. Entry blanks now are
as ailable in the College Union,
115 S. 9th St.. Student Activities
Office in the Administration
Building and the Public Relations Office, TH180.
Local judging will be based
sin a coed’s understanding of her
tashion type, a workable wardrobe plan and good grooming,
according to Miss Marilyn Shea,
sisintest
committee
chairman.
National selection will be by
iiicture sint ries only, she adds.

Admission Free
’rho Roger Wagner Chorale,
eurrently on its eleventh tour of
the United States, will perform
iii levitation to the Ails con:-:atticday al 8:15 p.m. in
It’ rris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is free to students and

of that most famous of Shakespeare’s characters.
The story is ageless and has
often been presented in contemporary costume by such
theatrical giants as Richard Burton and Christopher Plummer,
but the Olivier version has remained as the most enduring
production on film of Shakespeare’s most powerful tragedy.
The filtn done here in period
costumes and sets, tells the story
of court treachery, madness, and
cunning.

senior art major, in "Remains
and Effects No. 4." The watercolor represents people as they
would appear in a photographic
negative.
Art faculty represented in the
exhibit include Anna Ballarian,
Evelyn Carson, Barry Frantz,
Dr. Robert Fritz, Hunter. John
Leary. Jim Promessi, J. Richard
Sorby, Trent Thompson and
Gladys Vogelman.
Among students displaying
works are Lawrence Allliel’S011,
Roger Anderson, Betty Auchard,
Patricia Bastein, Janice Bridgman, Karen Bumgainer, B.
Bishop, Jerry Chapman, Joan
Chesley, Janet Holgerson, Fred
Lucero and Bonita Maffei.
Also presenting art art Mitchell. Mary Ann Moore, Dan
3Iurphy, Carolyn Murri, Ramirez, F:dith Siegel, Clif Sowder,
James Taormina, Richard Wilson and Barbara Zalewski.

What Is Understanding?
You are invited to consider this
and other subjects with us It.,
week
Meeting, Tomorrow, 7:30 p.m.
Chapel at the corner of S.
_ Tenth and San Carlos Streets.

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
VOLKSWAGEN. MERCEDES AND PORSCHE,

GARAGE EUROPA

850 LINCOLN AVENUE

295-9082

TERM PAPER SPECIAL

Typewriter Cleaning
YOU GET:

Air cleaning
Oil
Adjustment
New Ribbon

645

Compare at

Professional

$21.50

workmanship

UNIVERSITY
YPE WRITER
.4o0 S. 2nd St.

292-1500

COhtl TO PROCTOR’S FOR TM HS VALUIS..

9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Mon. -Sat.

HOS WO011Y Of MN AND ASUPANCD

Antique Gold
Engagement Ring Sets

CIGS

15c

15c
Se

Kleenex

3 Hershey Bars
Photographed by Bill Bayley

Snowbug ’67
the only way to get there
We piled is bunch of San Jose State students together
with a new VW. And we dressed them in ski -clothes. Get
the idea? Volkswagen is always where the fun is (sometimes
Volkswagen is the only way to go).
Volkswagen is great for the slopes. The VW engine is
cooled with air not water. There’s no need for anti -freeze,
no chance of the block cracking. And there’s no draining,
no flushing, no rust.

Park your VW outside the lodge. At 2 a.m, it’s ready
to roll. Just turn the key.
Have fun with Volkswagen this winter (and all year
’round for that matter).
Modek from loft to right: Bob Hoyer, Louie McGlynn,
Sue Rowley, Carol Orated, Kelly Stephens, Kim Evelyn and
Jim Bohannan. Inside the car: Dale Chambers, Sue Stelley
and Jim Evdolimoff.

Spartan Volkswagen
1560 N. First St.

286-8800

2 Toilet

Tissue

10o

Paper Towels

10o

lg. size

29e

Crest

w/Minimum Purchase
of $2
and

DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th II wimam
10th 1: Taylor

6th & Keyes
Mb 6 Julla

bquisils hand-mach

iikkodoy designed entigve

engagement jewelry. A handsome matched ring set
of al osicrized 14k gold will always be a cheridled
possession. See our jewelry collection of lovely
sets iota $195.00

issatched antique engagement
te0 MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

Service with Intrprity
itt SOUTH FIRST STREET, Downtown SAN JOSE
Omin Monday & Thursday 171 9 Orn
PArklAI TleA.,. Validated
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
Open Non.. Thurs. & Fri. 1119:110 p.m.Frio Parking In Front of Stip

Open evening until Christmas

Basketballers Quite

Frosh Matmen
Face Cabrillo
This Afternoon

Pessimistic About Win
Pessimists who speculated that
SJS basketballers would be lucky
to finish the season with any wins
have been put to rest.
Danny Clines hoopsters silenced
the forecasters

Monday

night

by

Contesting SJS for the tourney
crown will he Los Angeles State
Portland

State

and

Idaho State.

On the basis of play this year and
the number of returning veterans,
Los Angeles figures as the strong-

downing Arizona State 66-62 in the
Civic Auditorium. The win evened
the Spartans mark at 1-1, the loss
corning to Arizona, 79-68.

est rival.

With Clarence Denzer arid Steve
Schlink again handling the scoring chores, the SJS cagers showed

ship Saturday evening

while

losers will fight

in a pre-

Teams will begin action Friday
pairings

in

not

yet

announced.

Winners will go for the championit out

the

point

honors

while

Schlink

game,

of a slow-down
Spartans found mo-

ments of smooth team coordination
and moments of complete

con-

fusion.
Overall, however, the attack was
smoother.
Again

the

ball -hawking

Kameda
the
in

and

John

Spartahabes

the

115

and

137

sec-

pound

of

Many of the top teams in Northern California will

foes and delighted
Shooting

left

to

be de-

sired as the SJS

five could only
connect for a 32.4 percentage.
Glines notes the percentages will
have

to

sharply

Spartans

can

increase

hope

to

if

the

grab

the

DANNY

Knights of Columbus Tourney in

GLINES

. . . silences forecasters

Portland, Ore, this weekend.

placed

were second

Bears

outstanding

for

Jennett

us

in

out-

showing

"and

Menlo Park
El Camino at Oak Grove

College,

79-63,

Diet tick

Monday,

"We didn’t do well, but it was
an

the

with

Dave

in

the

from

prelim-

the

Kosher Style Corned Beef

1.70

Roast Tom Turkey

1.70

Chicago Style Pastrami

1.70

Roast Turkey Leg

1.55

chance

Banquet Facilities.

Gaslite Room for Fun.

Hotel Rooms

from $85 per month.

SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.

295-2626

Located in the Sainte Claire Hotel

to get

Jennett

to get

top

send

he

shape,"

seven

Spar-

of

performances

the

gymnasts

around

Tony

1NO

At SUCH DISCOUNTS

gUSE OUR LAY-A-WAY BANKAMERICARD 1ST NATIffil. even (ASH
WE BUY -TRADE- RENT

all-

Coppola

V

standing

Malkin

and

Don

coach

Morrison

said. "Their improved play in scoring and leadership was a big key.
Even

when Cob}, returns those
boys should he among our scoring
leaders."
Dietrick

is

extremely

lust

hi
hi
hi
hi
hi
hi

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetektsRORI

doubtful

SCREEN
SCENES

when the frosh returns to
Spartan Gym against the SJS junior varsiey.
Against CSM, Morrison expects
Harness

1Shong will

and

again fill in

Lee

De

for Die-

trick,
"We also improved in our screen-

STUDIO

ing on rebounding and communicaon

defense,"

Morrison

ex-

plained.
The
, singled

3E16 South First
rookie
out

coach
Tom

additionally
Cooper.

SJS

-

for Friday night’s contest, but
should be ready to go Wednesday

Ken

for

were

Woodfin

Stan

gymnast

better

"I was pleased with the play
of our starting guards (Malkin and

tion

will

in

who

a nd

scored six points in a minute and

up10

Student Discount Rotes

See Dream Diamond Rings only at these Authorized ArtCarved Jewelers

P

/0 OFF
C99

J
gBRAND NEW
LI

to 2.94

FAMOUS BRAND
w Lacs Boots
IF Values to 49.50

BRAND
w
;
NEW!
W MADE IN FRANCE

; Men’s and Women’s
w DOUBLE BOOTS
11 SIZES 5 to 13
wayserws-c,
V Also Included
SWISS 8. AUSTRIAN
UP
w FAMOUS BRANDS ;When New Were Priced 59.50 to 69.50
If THIS GROUP FORMERLY USED FOR
W RENTALS - NEARLY NEW CONDITION
V

SKI PARKAS

Thin troopp
hi Previnusls
Used
I, Rentals

ir

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS

1 499SKIS
EPDXY

1.11

299

MEN’S WOMEN’S BOYS’ - GIRLS’
VALUES TO 12.95

STRETCH

99

PANTS

6999

METAL SKIS

gg

WE MADE A
TERRIFIC BUY
Reg.
ON THESE SU99.50
PERB METAL
FAMOUS BRAND
SKIS. WE HAVE A FULL
RANGE OF SIZES. BUT SUP399
PLY LIMITED. HURRY.

PARKAS

1
UNDERWEAR I.

SKI PANTS

NEWEST, FINEST CONSTRUCTION. OUT
PERFORMS
FAMOUS BRAND
METAL SKIS EVERY WAY
We promised not to use name. YOUNG
MADE
WOMEN’S SIZES 8 to 16. YOUNG
FAMOUS BY
MEN’S WAIST SIZES 25 to 29.
YAHAMA
Reg.
119.50

NYLON SHELL
AND QUILTED

y TURTLENECK 1 00 THERMAL

if TSHIRTS

BRAND NEW

to 14.99

1,.q9

T0.511109Sanet
7

SAT. 910 6

PEN III 9 EVERY KITE

FAMOUS MAKI
ULTI-LAMINATED
UTOMATIQUE
VELOCITE
ALCON-SQUAW
MUSTANG
ANY OTHERS
BRAND NEWH
PLASTIC
BOTTOM
to 29.99
VALUES
UP TO
29,50

BUCKLE BOOTS

1799 EL (A rum
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c

ISKI BOOTS SKIS
n HOS GROUP
W FORMERL’
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RUESNEDFLOR

MOUNTAIN
IARBIAVIEW

ilantAnwerrer

ILAY-AWAY
NOW
g GET BEST SELECTION!

"THE NAKED PREY"

a half, and Dick Peraldo, who ran
the team well during his appear-

292-6178

"THE PROFESSIONALS’’

SAVE NOW WITH GREATER

t

ARE YOU SURE YOU
KNOW WHAT YOU’RE DOING?

15. 1 966

Many of the fortunes will ride
with

had 12 and 11, respectively.

that

Jennett

Good through December

tans against the impressive field of

, night

-COMBINATION PLATES Any 3 meats 2.23
Any 2 meats 1.95
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35
orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter

meet,"

"With all the preliminary meets
this season we will have i good

lineup

Spartababes

having

Woodfin),"

L70

season

early

57 varieties of "the hamburger," from the Cannibal Burger (raw)
to the Tahitian (most exotic). Use this coupon when you purchase
one of our hamburgers and receive a second hamburger of
comparable value FREE for your guest.

liFfetliii:1;1;13Okil
’Ala
OTHER STORM 01414141IS

st ated.

Led by Bearnie Veasey’s 22
points, they did just that. Forward
Bud LeFever added 15 and guards

Virginia Baked Ham

Jennett

Sacramento.

at

rebound for Friday’s battle.

would

balanced scoring.

1.70

Invitationals
unimpressive

to the Arizona State game. and Jeff Wolfe. Coppola, the out-

faced

Cnmpleto Dinners

an

San Mateo
El Camino at 12th Ave.

opponents.

Coby

Roast Eastern Beef

with

expressed optimism that his team

With the absence of 6-10 renter

Walk in now for
Hofbrau-Style Food - Moderate Prices

week

to its liking, the SJS fresh- added.

inary

successive

three

last

The frosh evened its record at
1-1 Monday evening, beating Menlo

in Spar-

first

continued.

in

Spartababe
Hoopsters
Even Mark
8 p.m.

champ

second in
the most

was

could possibly win the event this
the weekend.
nation last year and appears just
Steve Brazis, Kirk Kirkman and
as strong this season. Last week Tim McCarthy perform for the
The

of

man basketball club travels to the
College of San Mateo Friday at

Ballroom Leasing.

Hills

versity of California at Berkeley.

vada and San Francisco State.

Finding junior college competi-

the

"Doug

floor exercise and

SJS, including the Uni- meet,"

for

weight classes.

tion

Visit

hand

The Spartans opened their first

the fans

much

be on

to kick off the 1966-67 home season

guards Rick Carptenter, Robin Rurand and Bob South frustrated the

Input

indicated

also

RUSS I

entering the op( n meet
:Wits, a grad student at Stanfor(I, I ran t Iii.
NCAA

been pointing this week to the the parallel bars, side horse and
big meet which is scheduled for rings, at Sacramento," according
7:30 p.m. Friday in Spartan Gym. to the coach.

Smith

with

has
’liner

123, and Steve Vollmer, 145, finished fourth.
Mumby plans to start Greg at the Sacramento Invitational, Cal
Spartans on the trampoline, with
Peterson, 115; Kameda, 123; Bai- dominated the competition.
the latter doubling in the free exley, 130; Smith, 137; Vollmer, 145;
In addition to the entertaining ercise event.
Jim Fisher, 152; Fred Hider. 160: Spartans, other clubs participating
Frosh Tim Mullins and Doug
Chan, 167, and Bell, 177 against will he Stanford. US Santa BarHills are also expected to enter in
Cabrillo. The Spartahabes won’t bara, Cal Poly, Sacramento State,
the free ex event in the lnvitaenter the 191 pound or heavy- Chico State, University of Ne-

more

the

Art

Bob Bailey,

con-

nected for 17.
Playing

in the novice division of the Northern California Invitational Saturday.

respectively.
Phil Chan
was third at 152 and Mike Bell
added another third place at 177.

Denzer smashed in 18 for high

SPARTAN DAILY-41

Gymnasts Host Tourney Friday

classes,

trous.

7, Virg

sTREET

onds

that the loss of four of last year’s
top scorers was not totally disas-

,v nerembee

RN JIM
year, was hampered at Sacral, alit.
to-slanen wrestSpartan
Spurt’. Writer
by an injury.
lers travel to Cabrillo College today at 4 p.m. for their third
"Tony appears recovered tomi
To SJS *innasts, happiness is
outing of the season.
performing well at the annual SJS the injury and is hoping for a
After losing to Diablo College Invitational Gymnastics Meet,
good performance Friday," Jenand Gavitart in a tri-meet last
And in order to be happy, Clair nett said.
week, the Crash performed better Jennett and his performers have
"Wolfe (lid a real good job on

paced

liminary game.

Home Opener for SJS

ONE GROUP
MEN’S AND
WOMEN’S
STRETCH PANTS

to i

FAMOUS BRAND 20.00 to 4159.0990

A

a

RACER SUITS, Reg. 25.00

/ 099
09
/ - ISweaters Famous 599
Make

ea.

99

I /

to

AFTERSKI
BOOTS

14.992
4
7 00 g
L11

us2

1
- WAXES - LACES - BOOT TREES - SKI POLES - HUNDREDS OF BARGAINSA

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
ALAMEDA-Hunt Jewelry Co.
BURLINGAME-Kern Jewelers

it

CHICO-Clifford’s Jewelry

Floor Samples i
WHITE STAG

DAVIS-Styler Jewelers
EUREKA-William Williams

COLLECTQRS PARADISE

FERNDALE-Mathes Jewelry

Types
WE TRADE-RENT-BUY Hand Guns-All
from 8.88

FORT BRAGG-Chernofles Fort Bragg Jeweler
LODI-Haden Jewelers
LOS GATOS-Harold Peters
MARYSVILLE-Park Jewelers
MENLO PARK-George Hirzel Jewelers
MERCED--Ingram Jewelers
MODESTO-Petersen Jeweler

?w

OAKLAND-Loeb & Velasco
OAKLAND-Mazine’s

Jeweler

OAKLAND-Spitz Jewelers
OROVILLE-Conner’s Jewelers
PACIFIC GROVE-Wells Jewelers
REDOING-Halling’s Jewelers
RICHMOND-William R. Stribley

slOrilOOSI

19

SF

NT.
STATION

.2-NIAN

%AGM%

)1,hi

TO. 1 ar RPM ,,

SLEEPING
AGS

; OVER 5000 RODS & REELS
.I TO CHOOSE FROM -EVERY TYPE

MITCHELL

"". 999
SPIN REEL

V

HOOKS 50S PAIS 941.

1//2 up

-Pfleuger-South Bend -Ocean City - &

pHODS-REELS

I
V MIRMIVI
w

LIST PRICE

Th,rrnos - Pup Tent ft

JACKET 12.99 19 .!

MachellHarnellLuxor-HeddonQuick-Rodd
1f

50% OFF 1

CABIN

hens 1.99
from 2.99

la la scorps - WALKII-TALKIES
SCOPE S - BINOCI LARS - MK ROSCOPES
?
Rag
99IWET SUITS
Blanks
Surfer
’Nurse!. .
‘Inish

MONTEREY-Bergquist Jewelers
OAKDALE-Atwood Jewelers

A U. UNI 10

?
: SURFBOARD

MODESTO-Village Jewelers
NOVATO--McDoneld’s Jewelry Store

GUNS
GUN CASES
RACKS .-..
SHOTGUNS
16.99
22 RIFLES .. 29.99
GUN

LOS BANOS-Machado’s Jewelry

MEMEL,*

fe4
_

WATER
Rae 19.95

3.04

all

SACRAMENTO-Edwin A. Grebitus & Sons

up in eaeh other and forgetting about everyt king else.
.fio, unless :(itt want to make a

mistake, forget about Ion"

when you’re buying a diamond ring.
If you’d like some expert help, in fart, go see your’
Artearved jeweler. Ile has beautiful diamond rings from
$150 to over $1000. Every one has a gemologist’s evaluation
inscribed on the inner band. Every one is guaranteed.
So don’t get emotional at a time like this. Get careful,
you don’t know anything about diamonds, nee your

If
Artearved jeweler. Lie dom.

.2k...-t Carer

SAN FRANCISCO-Shreve & Co
SAN FRANCISCO-Ed Tines Jewelers
SAN JOSE-Hudson’s Jewelers
SAN JOSE-Paul’s JeWelers
SAN LEANDRO-Chase Jewelers

V

SAN MATEO-John J. Pecten
SANTA CRUZ-Dell Williams Jewelers
SANTA ROSA-E. R. Sawyer Jewelers
STOCKTON-Seymour Jeweler y

?

11,

.....7,,,c9
Rod Reel

,,,,,,
ei,

1.9-,

Spat Rod
s wan
Spin Reel

;8
IRONS & 3 WOODS
?

VALLEJO-Harold & Paul

V

WALNUT CREEK-Rineharrs

COMPLETE SET REG.

1 GOLF SHOES

174.00

99

8.99

ts9
It 90

Sleeking
Ettnt 2.99

rutter 2 99
& IRONS J tip
=1 Driver IreY1-6.99

Wedges
Woods

99

Limited
Supply
g
Reg, 69.50
9inesents.......tannen Woods ’4’5 to ’)

MArGREGOR - GEO. SAVER
FT OR R
IIT HAND

UKIAH-John 0. Wonder

STOCKTON-Borelli Jewelers

16.99

Min ROD/REEL BOOT
co MMINATIONOP WADERs
OUTFIT RODDY

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S
LEFT OR RIGHT HAND
JR. SETS - RIGHT HAND

Includes
5 Irons .
2 Woods

^
i

1/2 OFF

STARTER SETS

GOLF
SALE99

SAN BRUNO-Bostrom’s Jewelers

DOM N
B til,

top name brands-Hurry2

ROSEVILLE-Morgan F. Lawson Jeweler

People in love have a crazy way of getting wrapped

I. I

PRO CLUBS
,

8 IRON SETS
Reg. $160

799
5999iGolf
’Balls AL
9.99 ea.

Dot

3.991CARTS 9.991 BAGS 5.99 PDCS

"en
Sites
IKANNWISAND ...... IltleNNIVANNAKM1/4301ORBLIABLIUMBetBUSIMIt

99
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Spartaguide
panel discussion on the institution
of marriage in contemporary socieyt will be held. The public is invited and refreshments will be
served.
(’n-Bee, 7 p.m. PE279 8t 280.
Ping pong tourney-eight trophies
will be given. Signups by noon.
American Institute of Aeronau- Open to all students with SJSC
tics and Astronautics, 7:30 p.m., ASB cards.
AB107. Slides of Gemini 10 will be
TOMORROW
shown after business meeting.
Newman Club, 11:40 a.m., 2:40
Arab American Club, 3:30 p.m.,
p.m., 4 p.m. and 7 p.m., Newman
Cafeteria A and B. Farouk A.
Center, 77 S. 5th Street. The Feast
Mawlawi, director of the Arab inDay of the Immaculate Conception,
formation center, will speak on
a holy day of abligation for all
"The Arab-Israel Conflict."
Catholics. will be be honored.
America’ Mereoroligical Society
Phi Eta Sigma. 3:30 p.m., CafeT 30 p.m., E132. Dr. William J.
teria 14.
saNier, assistant professor, StanChristian Science Organization,
!, ird medical school, will speak on
7:30 p.m., chapel located on the
I he "Estimation of Biologically sigcorner of S. Tenth and San Carnificant Aerosols."
los Streets.
Russian Club, 7:30 p.m., CafeFRIDAY
iria It.
Newman Club, tonight through 3
Parapschology Society, 7:30 p.m
p.m. Saturday. A retreat to Santa
.1.’136.
Tau Delta l’hi, 7:30 p.m., facul- Maria Del Mar at Santa Cruz will
ty room in Cafeteria. A faculty be held. Friday is the deadline for
signups. For reservations call the
Newman Center 295-1771.

Industrial Technology Society.
8Dt4, 8 p.m.. JI41. Bill Turner of 7:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. Douglas J.
Ramparts Magazine will speak on AberIe, plant engineer for the National Seal Division of Federal
the Kennedy assassination.
Mogul Corporation, will speak
Pershing Rifles, 7 p.m., MI4322.
about "Manufacturing and Tool
Business meeting with judging on
Design." Coffee and refreshments
pledges.
will be served.

TODAY

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASS card
Movie & Still

*Cameras *Supplies
*Projectors* Equipment
developing - printing
rentals - repairs

Sao fade
CAMERA SHOP
245 South First
Prompt and Courteous Service

AFT To Consider
Staff Cut Today

Group To Perform
Christmas Music
In SJS Chapel
Christmas

music will

therapy, physical therapy, dietetics
dietetics or
Washington Unified (SacramenCerra Unified tCcres. near or undergraduates in
to). Tomorrow, tut elementary and Stockton 1. Tuesday, Dec. 13, for occupational therapy who have
completed their sophomore or juhigh school.
elementary mid-year.
nior year may apply for financial
Milpitas Elementary (Milpitas).
aid. They are needed for dietetic
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Monday, Dec. 12 for elementary
Army Medical Specialist Como- internships and occupational theraschool teaching positions.
ra
_Majors in occupational py affiliation.
Pajaro
Valley
(Watsonville).
Tuesday, Dec. 13 for elementary.
INTERVIEWS FOR TEACHERS college teaching jobs.

be per-

formed by SJS musicians tomorrow in Memorial Chapel.
The harp chorale, scheduled for
12 p.m. and again for 12:45 p.m.
will featuree t hree carols from
"Ceremony of Carols" by Benjamin
Britten: ’Wolcum Yole," "There is
No Rose," and "Balulalow." Two
traditional numbers will be "What
Child is This" and "While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks."
The program will conclude with
"Silent Night."
will be Louise
Vocal
Berestord. SJS senior, Paula DonAudrey Clark,
and
freshman,
ley,
senior. Harpists will be Mrs. Nancy
Gustayson, graduate student, and
sophomore Ka thy Treffry. Dr. Russell Harrison, professor of music,
will direct.

IITTON

Ferris State College (Big Rapids,
Michigan). Wednesday, Dec. 14 for

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

re
ber-Ab")".
ailable

foletdE

WHO’S GOT THE JAllY PSA BUTTONS?
ASK YOUR CAMPUS REP TO PIN YOU.
FLY HOME ON PSA FOR ONLY $11.43.
ASK YOUR CAMPUS REP TO BOOK YOU.

svies 414

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara 51. ONLY
.3gamiiMAi CLIP THIS COUPON
This cots!

.?)
;41

and

-3-

Job Interviews

Electra jets between San Francisco or
Oakland or San Jose and Los Angeles,
$11.43. Fan jets $13.50. Between S.F.

1 for a MM.

1.10 is g

r ( regularly
!TETE Family Night D
$1.701 any Monday, Tuesday, or Wedneslay through December 31. Soup, salad

The SJS chapter of the Amerivegetable; choice of
can Federation of Teachers (AFT)
dessert.
will meet for a monthly meeting. 4,1
Friday, at 12:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B.
On the agenda for discussion .yoarvy-antricircarVilt
will be the proposed budget cut
of 60 SJS staff positions and a
repudiation of AFL-CIO prescient
George Meany’s resent statements
on foreign policy.
A motion will be proposed for
AFT to "dissociate itself from the
statements . . . of the AFL-CIO
which expresses support of all govANNOUNCEMENTS 111
ernment decisions in foreign policy for the past twenty years, and WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we
for the Vietnamese war in parti- Cut it. Pete ’s Barber Shop. Two barbers.
Home hair cuts repaired for $1.80. 58 S.
cular."
4th Street.
FREE! 9 LP’s OF YOUR CHOICE. Unbelievable? You betchal I ! Choose from
over 100 albums by name artists in
All women physical education stereo or mono. Send for details. Recmajors and minors are reminded ords Galore. Box 411, San Jose, 95103.
Hurry, offer ends soon.
to sign up for advisor appointments as soon as possilbe, Mrs.
AUTOMOTIVE (21
Mary Gilbert, progessor of women’s pbysiral clacatien.
’62 VW n.-den, rebuilt engine. Needs
"It is very important that they some work. Make offer. Call 286-5761
check with their advisors 1,cf,,re anytime.
the coining semest er," she added. ’65 MGB, dark green, wire wheels, radio
and new Brace’s Recaps. Call 378.0814
evenngs. Bost clic.,

Bay Area and San Diego, electra jets,
$17.78; fan jets $19.85. San Diego-Los
Angeles, all flights $6.35. Phone your
campus rep, travel agent or PSA direct.

beverage, entree and

Your PSA campus rep is Steve Lewis
Phone, 295.7780

a

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Women’s P.E.

Special Masses

THE NEWEST AND
SAFEST RENTAL GEAR
IS NOW AT
3IACY’S VALLEY FAIR
What a boon for the sometimes skier,
for snow bunny youngsters likely to outgrow boots and pants in the course of
one season! Macy’s Ski Rental Shop
supplies everything in every size range
at most reasonable weekend and weekly rates. And Macy’s convenient ski
rental weekend runs from Thursday at
6 p.m. to any time Monday. Use your
Macy’s Charge Account!
WHITE STAG CLOTHING - ExcluWater-repellent quilted pariur
and trim cfretch pants for men, women,
children. FINEST EUROPEAN SKIS - Choose wood, metal or fiber glass with
offset steel interlocking edges. All rental skis have no-wax Kofix base treatment. FULL RELEASE BINDINGS with
two-way toe piece and full front throw
SANDLER OF BOSTON BOOTS, fully
insulated and elected for excellent fit
and comfort. TOBOGGANS, SNOW
COASTERS AND CAR RACKS aly,
dv

Special masses eelehruting the
Feast Day of the Immaculate Conception will be said at 11:40 a.m.,
2:40, 4 and 7 p.m. tomorrow at the
Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St.
The Feast Day of the Immaculate Conception is a Holy Day of
obligation for all Cali:,

WANTED: Fry cooks to work at Jack In
The Box, 4th and San Canon, 11:30 to
2:30, luncheon, preferred.

GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share 3 WANTED: Couple to manage large stu- bedroom, furnished apt. with two others.
dent apartment house. Call 292-4745 for $50 a month, all utilities paid. 453 S.
10th or call 287-0969 before 12 noon.
appointment.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
GIRLS. NEED CHRISTMAS MONEY/ One bedroom furnished apt. 636 S. 9th
I. $50 a month. Call 292-2274 after
Western Men needs hostesses. $1.80 per
hour. Dec. 16-24. Must be attractive and 5 p.m.
wear sires 8.12. Call Suzi Seydel, 286- TWO MALES needed for 3 bedroom, 4
mac apt. Double bedroom, $37 per
8258. after 4 p.m.
cn. 11 295.5022.
$30
26’1

COLLEGE GIRL. ficca.
baby.sit.

says
I Bought My

Gritty. 11144itA,

11.,Jer 1,1,11 Mary’s Valley Fair

INSURANCE POLICY
because
. Guaranteed by it lop
Company
. . .

...

No War Claus,"
Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
l’romium N Deferred
until you are ont of
school

For Your
COLLEGEMASTER
outline ... contact
Frank Hoey
Jini Hornet
Darwin Shoop
J. M. Won
Union
Life
losu *****
Fidelity
505 S. 10t6 St.
286-6700

CAMPUS APARTMENTS. Two bedroom,
furnished. Immediate occupancy. 555 S.
8th. 297-4233 after 7 p.m.
FRESHLY PAINTED large one bedroom
Carpets, drapes, built-ins, refrigerator.
Water and garbage paid. Pool, washer
and dryer. Shopping 1/2 block. Furnished,
from $98; unfurnished, from $88. Off
Bayshore tale McKee Rd. to LaPe146
Apt. I. Call 251-6594.

UNAPPROVED MENS single rooms.
Kitchen privileges and living room. 115
S I4th, 286.2704 after 6 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND 161

.63 Lincoln engine.
’57 RANCHERO
Custom interirc f..cellent mechanical
condition. Male offer. 258.8371.

LOST FRIDAY, gold pen marked Air
France. Please return to A. Reynoids,
Centennial Hall 212. Reward,

1.-1-.H.d1NDA DREAM 300. Black. Not a
hot reack’ca but plenty of pep. Excellent
o500 or best offer. 241-9062

PERSONALS 171

’61 TEMPEST. Four cylinder, standard
transmission. New tires, clutch, brakes
and batiery. $525. 293.9987.

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.

door sedan.
’55 CHEVY,
Redio. Asking $125 or offer. Call ’774
9234.

WILL BUY MI79 notes (Fowler). Ca
292.6458.

-14ITA*ELP

JIM JOHNS. Don’t you have anything
better to do than run into laundry baskets? Fred & Linda.

* 1.114GitZL

SERVICES 181.

’57 VW. Good condition. Sunroof, R/H.
New upholstery. Best offer over $400.
184 5. 11th. 286-0409.
MGA BLACK vinyl hardtop and slide
t.de ,itteins. $150. Cell Jim at 786.1405.
Also have stock side curtains.

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
ennually. Dave Towle. 244-9600,
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis, Only 35c a page. 258.4335.

FOR SALE (31

Bill Loughlin
s

KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT. Spring
semester. Must sell, getting married.
Call 294-0822 or 286.1841.

BEAUTIFUL DELUXE apt. for rent. One
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
Ir.un SJS. Occupants must leave two bedroom apt. with three
others. $35
itnly. Call 294.8847 after 6 p.m.
per month. Call 286.1401.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’61 VW. Perfect condition. New battery,
tires, seat belts. $/95. Prof. ROM114h1, Ed.
2620. E.O. 220. 356.1374.

TI1E COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN

HOUSING 151

WOOD LATHE. 515. Radial Drill Press
32" Industrial, $37.50. All new! 241 1943
or 292-0409,
TWO MATCHING blonde mahogany
speaker enclosures. $25. Also some monaural components cheap. 798-2235.
PlUtiT Ali-4%FM Multiplex receiver, 16
watt stereo amn.. 8" EV speakers & encl.
New $350. $150 or offer. 297.3967.
5 STRING BANJO, blonde wood with a
walnut resonator. 23 frets. Worth $125.
Make offer. 377-1145.
210 HEAD MASTERS. Used one season.
‘A’ - - it bindings. $75. Call Jim at 371.
.,,ter 6:30 p.m.
TAPE RECORDER. Sony 500A Stereo.
In new, $250. Stereo
-.1$60. Both
I ^’
Icirnediately._
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT ring, has
.32 Os. in 14 Id.
appraised $200.
;45.3567.
HELP WANTED 141
SALESMEN: Need Christmas Tree sales
men & lot managers to work on commission. Pay is excellent. Apply in person
after Nov. 25 at McClandless $(.$.$3
& up Christmas Tree let on Story Road,
San Jose: or call 266-2787.

The Deadline for
Placing a Classified
Ad in the
Christmas Edition
is Thursday,
December 8th.

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed. 243-6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
TYPING in my home. Experienced, dependable, reasonable. Phone 294.1313,
LEARN SKYDIVING. Stevens School of
Sport Paretchuting. Oakland Municipal
Airport. Bldg. 727. 569-5358.

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
LASSIF1EDS,
1206. San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

Add this
amount for
-rich addi
tional line

.50

.50

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spacial
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
test and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Name

time Three times Floe tins

lines
lines
lines
lines

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
o
El
Ei
ri
fl
11
fl
El
(3

One

FAST, ACCURATE Typing in my home.
I.B.M. Electric. Themes, thesis, what have
you? Call 371.1399.
TYPING in my home. Fast, accurate. Cell
293-6052 or 294-3556.
QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
Reasonable rates. Call 269-2953.
TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDE WANTED from SJS to Sunnyvale,
vicinity of Fremont Ave. Mon., Wed.,
and Fri. at 4:30. Call Lynda, 736-4119.
RIDER WANTED over Christmas to and
from New York or Washington, D.C.
Share expenses. Call John Friends, 295.
7326,
NEED RIDE to Tuition or Phoenix. Near
Dec. 16. Call Penny at 293.9871.

No rebinds possible on canceled ads.
To place an

ad:

Call at
Classified Adv. Office -- J206
Daily
9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.

(Please Print)

City

Phone

For

days.

Send in handy order blank.
cash or check. Make check
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

Address
Start ad on
Enclosed Is $

Mato
Phone 294.64)4. het. 2465

Enclose
out to

r

